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PRELIMINARY RADAR AND PHOTOGRAMMETRIC STUDY OF THE ILLINOIS TORNADOES 
OF APRIL 17. and· 22, 1963 

JosephL. Goldman and Tetsuya Fujita 

ABSTRACT 

The damage path. of the tornado which struck the northern suburb of ·Kankakee. Illinois 
on: April 17 was surveyed~ detaU,. ·rey~aling that ~t le~ a cOn.tinuous path of 70.niile,s ex.
tending approXimately we.st tb east • .. Over · 120 pictures inclu~g the :fumtel .iri.d·a :portion 
of the mother cloud are _analysed in an attempt tq detenDine:.the. time ~n~g~ in ·the· stm;m 
struct.u:re .•.. Ute ApriL22 tornatloes· in "Illinois.- turned '.out -to .be. three separate ·ories which 

. ar~." called the ·Illiopolis. tor~do, ·the Sador~.tornadq, ·and. the .Tuscola tol:Da.do. :· Their 
·path lengths were approximately 10,. 35, and 45 ·mites' respectively. Excellent· radar pic
tures were obtained from Chicago {WSR-57) .and Chan:lpaign. (CPS"'.9). These pictllref? will 
be analysed ill c\etail . to learn:. ·the structure. of Uie. par~t cloud· ·drcuJ.ation asaoci.8.ted with 
the tornadoes. 

I. ·INTRODUCTION 

· On 17 April '1963 a pendant echo was -observed in' the, vicinity <?f Kankakee, Illlnoi,s, 
on the. radar operated by ·personnel of the Illinois State W a.ter Survey at Chap:ipaign, 
Illinois. : When this infon!lation w a~r ·relayed to. the U. S. Weather :Bureau in Chicago, 
the pendant or hook echo was.· confirmed by .observation on-the··:Chicago radar and .a: warning 
was· sent to residents. 'in the area. · The, echo associated with th~ pendant was observed for 
approximately one·.ho.ur··on.each rad3.r.. 

Because ·of interest in the· duration o~ the torriado an.dthe length of its pa.th, tt was.- de
cided· that a detailed study· of .. the tomado be made tJsing all. avanabie info~mation. In order 
to ciarify va.ry~g. ·:repo:x;~s ... of th~ time of occurrence. of da_rtiage, the _circlll:.~tion :of the tor
nado, and the .contihui_ty of its .. patJ:i,. · a .- detailecl .s1lrvey of ·th~ ·-damage..·path was -made· by the 
authprs with the assistanc~ . o{-project. Pe+'. sonnel .. · .. })tii:illg· th.is . stirVey, per sonat. contact. 
was made with residertt"s in. th¢ ·proximity of the dani~ge path" .~d .it was"" learned: that a 
number ·of residents .had photographed·the" tornado cloud dtirmg the lattt?r. stages of its 
life cycle (~~e .. along the eastern.portion of _its da:i:na~e path). · 

Afte~ completion pf the damage .surv:ey~. it was. confirmed.' that.the path was as con-'"" . 
tin,u9us as can be. cfotermine:cl.hy,pofu.ts .Ot.·intel;s.~ci:ioii .. o(¢Ie·. path w~tl:i. section roads ·that . 
wer~ approxini~tely one :statute. ·lnile apart • . ::As an <;>rientation aid t.O .thpse \vho had photo- . 
graphed. the clouc:l, . a map showing the damage· pc:ith was·pre.parec;I for disttibtition. t:O"the · · 
various publicity .media and to the communities "in the. "proximity of the "path. . u ~ing the 
.map as· an·.lnformational guide. aJ;ld with the cooperation of the local radio, television, . and 
newspaper media appeals-" were ma9e to ·the public _for photographs of th~ tornad.O cloud . 
related to the long continuous damage . path. The encouraging response to this appeal ha.&. 
·resulted in ·another data squrce. for the stucty·: of-the structure ·of this.tornado. 
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On 22 April 1963 arwther tornado located in the vicinity of Decatur,- Illinois, .was 
reported by the public and observed by the Chi.cago and Champaign Radar. Since the 
duration and relative locations· of damage seemed to vary considerably with those of the 
April 17 tornado, it was decided that this tornado would also be studied in detail. Using 
the same method to survey the damage, the seemingly single tornado of April 22 was fourid 
to consist of three distinct paths . With the information from .the damage survey, a map · 
showing the damage paths was prepared and included with the appeal for ·photographs as 
in the case of the April 17 tornado. Although the response to the appeal for photographs 
of the. tornado clot1d was less than that of the .April 17 case; .a gen~ral classification of 
types of tornadoes systems is implied from differences in these two cases and a compari
son can be made. with the results of comparable tornado studies~ · 

II. DAMAGE PATHS 
. . 

The damage paths of .the tornadoes of April 17 and 22 we.r:e ..i:n~rveyed in essentially 
the same manner •. Using the automobile odometer; distances .from the intersections of 
known roads to the edge points of the damage path, where discernable> were measured. 
These measurements were made at the intersection of each known road with the damage 
path; .and, in the case . of April 1 i, the damage at each mter~ection was photographed at 
varying angles to show significant features of the damage. ·Although much .-0f the damage · 

. had been removed or displaced from its original position.by the time the photographs were · 
made, a sufficient amount of information was collected to warrant an independent study 
of the orientation of debris from these photographs ~ 'thi.s.study will be made at .a later 
time. 

Figures 1 and 2 are the maps originally prepared to show the locations of the d~mage 
paths of the April 17 arid April ~2 tornadoes respectively. In Fig. 1, the Widths of the 
path are not drawn precisely, only the orientation and length of the ·path :are as measured~ 

As can be · seen the path· is continuous and is· lac·ated in northe.rn. Illino.is . and tncliana • 
. Damage was heavy in severai comrounitfoi:; j1i those states, especiaJ,ly ·arotind the':de.nsely 
populated area of Bourbonnais, Illinois. Variations in the directi.on of the path are notice
able at the patht s inter·section with the Kankakee River, west. and east of the·· urb.an area. · 
and .near Medaryville, Indiana . at the path's end • . By way of contrast, in Fig.' 2, the paths 
of April 22 are discontinuous, lndicativ·~ of tb.ree. separate tornadoes, and .are displaced 
as much as 10 miles from each other.. . . 

ill. APRIL 17 TORNADO 

Due to the locaticm of the tornado throughout its lifespan, no effects in the hourly 
reported measurements of meteorological parameters (other than radar} by surrounding 
surface stations was noted. Figure 3 ~s a surface. analysis showing the general synoptic 
situation at 1700 .CST • . The damage path, shown as a heavy : solid line, is geographically 
located such that the nearest station is. greater than ·20 miles from it .. . ·.Other, convective 
activity, indicated by the dotted lines representfu.g the boundaries of the Champaigll radar 
echoes, may be overshadowing what .small effects of' the tornado .cyClone that .might exist 
at the surrounding stations• Several squall mesosystems, bound.a:ries of which are indi
cated by dashed lines, . are observ.ed to the east of and hlong the cold tront which extends 
from western Michigan southwestward through Illinois and Missouri. Although insufficient 
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data were available for a detailed meso.analysis, -isobars fo:( the mesosystem are drawn 
frorri. the few data within its boundaries.. The. radar data and knowledge of.preestablished 

. models of the pressure distribtltion within mesosystems are also incorporated in this . 
an:al~sis. . . , 

Compensating for this obvious lack of data are the photog:T:aphs of the tornado cloud 
taken· by the. 'ienerai. public. · As .of this writing .over .130· still shots· and .approXi.mat.~ly 
250 .ft of 8 mm movie 'film of this tornado has been collected. . In order :to utilize-these 
data, the exact 'location of .each photograph and the. direction of each pri.Iicip'cil line had 

_ to :Pe. deterntined .. · 

. This was done by taking a picture with a precisely· calibrated lens.,. .from the exact 
. location and orientat'ion of .the origl.nal photographer 'while noting· 'the compass reading 
for .the calibration picture. By enlarging the calibration picture to a preconceived focal 
distance· for which various .tilt angle grids 'had been prepared; a · specified enlargement 
for each.original photo was computed from.the ratio of the measured distance between 
permanent. objects m;the .o~igmal"and .c'alibiat~d photographs. When the original· photo
graphs had · be~t;t enlarged to 'tl:i.i.s si}ecified distance, the appropriate tilt angle grid wa·s 
selected . and-angul:ar . measurements of. both elevations and azimuths of object. in· the pho
togr~phs_were. ma<;l~ ..... Sel~ction of die appropriate tilt angle-ir'id de~nds ·on distinguish
ing the apparent .horizon, wtj:icli can be done if the ccllibrated -lens is.<;>f short focal length 
etrc()mpassi..ilg a wide 'field of 'view • . Usj.Il.g this ]>roceS$.,.··121 of the photographs ·have 
been rectified. 

The locations ·of photographers with the various azimuths. to the tornado in teach pho~ 
tograph are. shown in. Fig .• 4.._· 1;'he variations. in width ·alorig the length ·of.the.damage path 
are . drawn .to s~ale·, and the stra1ght lines: drawr{ to the path indicate the direction of ·the 
center ot the. observed tornado with: respect to the photographer. The small painted 
drdes are the locations from which still photographs ·were 'made, and triangles. :i.ndi
cat~· the . locations from which moving pictures were taken. Each photograph is num
bered acc.ording to the loc.ation of the photographer with a,ny particular .sequence taken 

·by each photographer ·designated by capital letter. As can be seen m Fig. 4, both the 
· -ilumb~r designation. and the letter designations within eaq.h number ·advance from west 

to east .~ the direction of propagation. of the tor)lado • . Segments .of the.path, along which 
· a large .density of photogra{'hS. e~st;, .. are enlarged in· order to· shOW·.the. necessary detill. 

From a preliminary examination of the photographs in t~e sequence indicated in 
Fi~ ·4, a separation.in· the general structUre of the torriado ·into .a. nunlber ·of classes 
i's suggested. The first .Class would· apply to that portion. of the ·path, or. period during 
which:the tornado extended .to the ground, where the sharp-edged funnel, usually made 
visible by corid.ensationj, is ,either. non::- existent or hidden by debris ·circulating about it. 
Iri Fig. 5 are examples or the ta:mado with no .visible condensation funnel. ·rn these pho
tographs~. :some of the.characteristics .of the kinematics of-the tornado are ·implied. µi 
particular 'tlie region of outflow along the upper portion_ of the to~ado is sugge_stive· of 
the vertical shear that·was computed by Hoecker .. (!) from the Dallas tomadp of 1957. 
Tiie second class applies to. that portion of the tornado's pe;riod. of existence when a 
dist.inct and continuous ·:~oD.densationtuDnel e~sts. ·In- Ftg • . 6 'are example~ of this class. 
As can be seen in photographs 34 and 36B ·ari additional vorte~ or what could be consi
dered a perturbation funnel, exists and seems_ to extend from that portion of the tornado 
system called the.wall cloud. The existence of these perturbation funnels has been veri
fied .in motion.pictures taken at locations 30 and 34. 
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From a perusal of photograph 36B some interesting results through speculation. may 
be derived • . The perturbation funnel is wound around the main· funnel in a .counterclockwise 
sense if the initial attachment of the perturbation funnel to the mam funnel occurred at. the 
ground. Since the circulation of the main funnel is counterclockwise, then, of necessity, 
the perturbation funnel must have revolved about the main funnel at least 1-1/2 times. In 
addition ·the strength of the perturbation vortex must be such that it is able· to maintain its 
independent circulatio.n while being directlt ~ected by the main yortex. 

Another interesting feature of this class .is the additional mass of cloud extending from 
the base of the "mother cloud'.' resembling another wall cloud. In photographs 31A and 37 A 
this second wall cloud is shown rather distinctly. ·. Although precise .photogrammetric mea
surements have not yet been made, prelimfuary estimates of its s{ze and ·motion indicate 
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that this additional cloud mass has a larger diameter than the. ma.ill wan cloud ahOUt Which 
it appears to revolve. In ·Fig. 7 this motion may be seen by viewmg the .photograpQ.s ln se
quen9e. Since there is no tornado extending from this adjointJlg wall cloud and its .bpttoni 
edge is ragged, implying downward motion out of its bottom edge:, this additional mass !Ilay 
be evidence of the continuous vortex theory of Reye.(2) and Fulks (3)~ Photogrammetric 
measurements of cloud elements within this additional cloud mas·s will be .performed in .order 
to check the exi~tence of clockwise motion at its botto~ edge, a. feature :essential to Reye~ s 
and Fulk's theory. 

The thir.d class applies to that portion where the condensation funnet is discontinuous 
along its length and is changing rapidly in ~hape and length with time.~ ·In Fig.1'8 ate .photographs 
of the tornado that are applicable· to this class. '' Motion pictures taken from ·the lqcations ·indi
cated by 38 in Fig • . 4 vivictiy show the ·vario·us change.s in the condensatfon· funnel with time. 
These changes .iri the condeµsatlon funnel may.be due to dynamic .changes ·C.ausing the deter
ioration of the main tornado circulatiOn irito a number of discontinuous vortices or due to 
thermodynamic processes such as the non-adiabatiC process considered by Fµjita (4). How
ever, p~otogra,phs of the .tornado at positions near the end. ofits d~mage .path, as .shown in 
Fig. 9, indicate that the circulation and structure of the. tornado returned· to its general. 
continuous circulation and structure prior to its demise in the rope funnel stage • 

. Since the limits of accuracy of eye witness · accounts of the times of occurre.nce of 
various damage along the path were usually 15 :minutes~ the time factor· used tor this study 
was the radar observation. ·Using the radar observations ofboth Chicago and Champaign 
along approximately one-half of the :damage path, · an average speed of translation ·of the 
pendant echo along the path was computed to be 48. 5 kt.. This value· was computed from 
the echo. locations at 1624 and 1710 CST; in general this value wou:id be. acceptable .for 
noting a time scale on the damage path. However,. : at 1653 and 1658 CST the computed 
velocities are 60 and 31 kt respectively. ·.The section of the pctth to which. these speeds 
apply is the portion south of Momence where. the variability in the direction of the path 

. is largest. In addition, the rotational component of the .radar.echo's moti<;m is made evi-
dent in a time-to- space converted study of the echoes . ... Whether· large accelerations and 
decelerations are related to the. variability. in the direction of translational. motion of the tornado 
syst~m, or are a result of .the rotational components of the echo's motion,. can <;mly be deter
mined by a detailed analysis of the echoes as well as of computations made .over extremely 
short time-intervals. By the .aid. of ;r.ectified photographs of the tornado ·cloud a · comparison 
of the radar echo, at .various gain settings, with the visual tornado cloud can be ·made., thereby 
resulting in a precise interpretation of the radar echo and a more accurate measure . of the 
propogation· of the tornado. · 



Throughout the preceding discourse, various portions of the tornado system have been 
called wall cloud, funnel cloud, etc. These names for various parts of the tornado system 
of clouds were defined by Fujita (4) in his study of the Fargo Tornadoes. It seems appro
priate to compare some of the characteristics of this tornado with the characteristics found 
in the study of the Fargo tornadoes. The primar.y difference between the Fargo Tornadoes 
and this tornado.· is that the Fargo Tornadoes co11sisted of a system of 5 tornadoes among 
which longest continuous pa~h was about 50 miles, whereas -this· tornado had a single con
tinuous ·damage . path approximate! y 7 0 miles -long. 

Other contrasting c_haracteris.tics are 41: the variability of both the width and dir~cUon 
of the path. In the Fargo Tornadoes,. the path width generany varied from wid~ at. the be-

. ginnirtg of the path to very narrow at the end; . with a weli defiD.ed curving of the tornado's 
.path from south of the course of the eastward-moving mother tloud to the north of it • . In 
the April 17 tornado, the width of the path was variable throughout its length, and, although 
the path width narrowed at its .end, there was no distinct nort11Ward .clirving of the .path over· 
a significant stretch as was the c~se ,in th~ Fargo Tornadoes. · · 

The characteristic Fargo-Tornado cloud.forllls (such as the tail cloud, wall cloud, 
ro~ funnel and; in ·a .: few cases, th~ collar cfoud) were common in both cases. However, 
the-perturbation funnel an.ct the adjoining wall cloud·.appears only in. the April 17 tornado. 
Since pictures were taken from locations that were generally closer to the damag_e3path, 
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and the lenses used by the .various photographers of the· April 17. tornado were generally 
oflarge focal length, . little (if any) evidence of the. structure of the mother. cloud was ob
tained~ Therefore, a qualitative comparison with the Fargo mother cloud would be_ very 
difficult. Perhaps a photogrammetric study of the··motion· of the adjoining w:all cloud with 
respect to the main wall cloud may provide quantitative evidence of the rotation of the mother 
cloud. 

IV. · APRIL 22 TORNADOES 

Probably d:ue .to the later. hour ()f the day, fewer photographs were taken of the April 
22 tor~do. cloud than of the April 17 tornado. · As. of this "Writing, only 10 still photographs 
of the tornado cloud and approxiniately. 15 .ft .of movie film have been received. However, 
due to the proximity meteorological stations to the storms; the· effects of the tornado. system 
are expected to be . shown meteorologically. 

Figure 10 is a surface analysis showing the general sea level pressure pattern at 
1800 CST. The damage paths, shown as he.a'7y lines are·withi.D. 20 .miles of -reporting 
stations. The Champaign radar echoes are· indicated by the dotted lfues and the boundary 
of . the mesosystern associated with. the large echoes over Champaign is indicated by. the' 

· dashed line. · Isobars within the mesosystem were drawn 'in the same manner and with the 
same available data as was the case for -April 17. 

An. iiiteresting feature of .the ina~roscale situation is the· location. ·Qf the mesosystem 
with respect to· the apex of the wave cyclone • . Although a· detailed awtlysis~ -tisillg contin
uous records of the various stations, has not yet been made, . there is sufficient informa
tion from the hourly data to displace the apex of the wave- cyclone from the position of the 
to_rnado at i 800 CST.. Yet,. with this apparent displacement, the pressure gradient near · 
the apex of the wave cyclone is notably larger than at greater distances from the.apex. By 
using meteorological data received from private individuals in the region of Champaign and 



Decatur with the continuous records of the regular station network, it is hoped that a much 
more .detailed pressure analysis can be made. 

Of the 10 photographs of the April 22 case received to date, 9 were taken from the town 
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of Illiopolis .and·one from Decatw:. _Fig •. ll is a map of the. wester_nmost damage course created 
by the Illiopolis .tornado°' ·The width of the path is drawn to scale and the azimuths of_ the funnel 
cloud and positions of the photographers are.llidicated ·a.s. in Fi~ 4~ .The dashed part ·of: the line 
representing the damage path indicates regions wher~ .no damage· was .found. Eye witness ac
counts of this tornado have verf,fied those portions_- of the path • . This evidence of a discontinuous 

· path·-"is _.also verified by motion pictures taken.at pqsition 3, of.the funnel cloud aloft. AU of 
·the 10 photographs received .were taken of the Illiopolis tornado~. ·In" Fig. 12. are .examples of 
these photos. 

From an eye witness account. at position. 3. it was ~earned that.: the, funnel cloud :shown 
in picture 3.remanie<l aloft as .it. :passed ·directly overlieac:i and continued toward .Tuscola. 
At Tuscola an eye witness acco~nt gave evidence of two rotating cloud masses that seemed 
to merge immediately before the fi.umel cloud dropped from'_tlie base ·of·the_clouds.:. :This 
double cell structure ·of the clouds. may be· what ·is .repre_sented by. the·: Chitago (CHIF) ·radar 
in Fig, 13 • . The.time of the Chicago ·radai pJlotograph agrees .with time of the 'eye witne·ss 
account, . although the probably altitude of the. tWQ cells ·caught by the radar .. is 10; 000 ft. 

Unforturu1tely no eye witness accounts prod~ed .usable. eVi:den.Ce ,for. the time . . ot oc·cur
rence of the northermost tornado, :--call¢d, -~ Sad0rus tornado •. · .. F+o~1Hiie. location .. of double 
cell in. the ·:CHIP .radar : photograph_ it ls qllite possible that _tht ·sad.oru~ .tornado·:.was >r~l.ated 
to the .northern_portion of the doUble ·cell . ... Eye.witnesses of the demise of the Sadorus· tor
nado related the shapa to that ·Of the rope. ·funnel. 

The easternmost of the three-_ tornado.es, the Tuscola _t9rnado_ had -the longest ·.ctamage 
path and, . _froin eye witness accounts, ·the ;mean t:r:;mslatioi:i.al swed of thi$ ·.tornado was 
approximately 41 .kt. 

The distinctive characteristics -0f.the. three tornad9es :of ,A:pril. .22 .are the .. evident dis
continuity of paths and the relations to a double cell radar· ·stt:Ucture of the as:sociate~ mother 
cloud. 

V.; SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This preliminary study of the IllinoiS-ID.di~ tornadoes of April:l 7 ·and :'22 leads. to. a 
general. classification_· of tornado systems.. .'.fhe April 17 torn~do..is repres~irtativ~r of ·a , 
sin:gle system, ·a sy~tem with one continuous ;damage. path~ indicative of the exi.stence .of 
the tornado·touchirig the ground at ·aU times along the path. ·This ~lass oftor:µa.do:-.system 
is -COJ?.trasted with_ the family system represented .by the p·S,rgo, ·:Dallas,·: and .April-22.tor.-
nadoes, ·system.s of more than "c:me damage path. ·· · · · · · · · · 

.. The general· structure of the tornado_ througho~t its life. -cyCle, : .fi'orilj::one s~aped :at 
the beginning to rop~ :$haped at the end_, ··as ·_shown.in -~e':Fargo · tornado . study; .. seems to 
be representative··of both classes ·examined m .this stucty ~- :.Howe\rer/ tbe exismnc~· of a 
distinct. perturbation. fwmel and the. adjqinµlg wall .cloud are· .str.uctural: features of .the . 
single syste_m. 



There were no distinc differences in the radar echo representative of the Dallas and 
April 17 tornadoes. Both had· the charact~ristic pendant or hook echo associated with it, 
though these tornadoes are of different classes. The April 22 radar presentations of 
Chicago and Champaign contained little evidence of the pendant echo, and the double cell. 
feature on .the Chicago radar may be evidence that would further subdivide the family 
class of tornadoes •. 

With the numerous photographs and.movie filID of the April 17tornado, precise mea
surements of the shape and -size of this tornado will. be made and resuits compared with 
those of both the Fargo and Dalias tornadoes • . In .addition, the. radar presentations of 
.Chicago and Champaign at various gain settings and elevations will be related to the· · . . . . . . 
various visuaLevidences obtained. By single measurements of recognizable cloud features 
at varying times and possibly by triangulation, motions of the various clouds, including 

.. · continuoos .and: filscort.tinuo\lS condensaO.on- funnels in the system, will be computed. 
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Although there ~xist only sparse meteor~logical ~easurements for .the April 17 tor~ado, 
an effort will be made to use whatever data eXist to analyze in .detail the synoptic .situation 

·.during the period 1500 to 1900 CST • . The obvious difference in locations of the damage 
· paths within their respective macroscale pressure patterns. in the April .. 17 and April 22 
.· case.s leads one to. consider the possibility_ that this .diff~rence is .related to the class . 
· of tornado system. 
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Box 516 
965 Miles. St. 
WTVP - ·Television 
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Bellwood, . Ill .• 
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Momenc.e; · Ill. 
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Momence·; ·Ill •. 
Lowell, liid~ 
L3.k:e Village, . Ind .. 
Pa:tk Ridge~· Ill. 
Lowell, Ind. 
Lake Village,. Ind. 
Inslianapolis~ _Ind. 
Rensselaer, · :hida 
-Medaryville,- Ind. 
Medaryville, ·Ind. 

Illiopolis,_ Ill. 
lliiopolis~· ill. 
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Fig. 1. 17 April 1963 tornado damage path surveyed ?>y personnel of the 
Satellite and Severe Storms Research Laboratory. 

TORNADO DAMAGE PATHS 
APRIL 22, 1963 

e "' , , 

Fig. 2. 22 April 1963 tornado damage paths surveyed by personnel of the 
Satellite and Severe Storms Research Laboratory 
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Fig. 3. Surface analysis 17 April 1963. Wind plotted withlarge barbs 
representing 5 kt, pennants 25 kt. Sky condition shown by amount of station circle 
painted - solid (for clouds below 10, 000 ft) and vertical lines above 10, 000 ft). 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of photographers of the 17 April 1963 tornado with azimuths to the tornado. Path is 

drawn to scale in both width and length. 



4C 13C 

68 19A 

108 27A 

Fig. 5. Photographs representing the structure class of the tornado with 
no apparent condensation funnel. Read sequence from top to bottom and left to right. 



34 

308 

368 

31A 

33 37A 
Fig. 6. Photographs representing the structure class of the tornado with a 

distinct continuous condensation funnel. Sequence as in Fig. 5. 



378 37E 

37C 35 

370 37G 
Fig. 7. Sequence of photographs showing motion of the adjoining wall cloud 

relative to the main wall cloud. Sequence· as in Fig. 5. 



37J 37L 

37K 37S 

Fig. 8. Photographs representing the structure class of the tornado with dis
continuous condensation funnels. 

408 

Fig. 9. Photographs of the tornado 
near the end of the damage path. Note 
rope funnel in photograph at . right. 

41A 
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Fig. 10. · Surface analysis 22 April 1963. Plotted symbols same as in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 11. Distribution of photographers of the 22 April 1963 tornado with azimuths to the tor nado. 
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2F 

2G 
2E 

18 3 
Fig. 12. Photographs of the lliiopolis tornado. Viewing sequence is from top 

to bottom and left to right. 



Fig. 13. Photograph of the Chicago (CHIF) PPI scope at 1825 CST, 22 April 
1963. Range markers at 50 n mi intervals. Note double cell at 190 deg and 120 n mi. 
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